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https://public.wmo.int/en/our-mandate/what-we-do/observations

Weather observations are produced according to World Meteorological 
Organization (WMO) regulations (WMO-No.8, CIMO Guide).



Weather has high impact to 
societiesà need for observations
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• In Finland, weather has caused
more damages in 2010s than in the
previous decade

• In 2010–2015, the number of annual
rescue operations has been > 5000 
(see also 2000–2009)

• The proportion of damage
prevention tasks of the rescue
service has increased during this
decade
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• Observations are needed for understanding the current state of 
the atmosphere
• Initial conditions in Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) forecasts
• Forecast verifications

• Climate monitoring by using past observations à climate change
• Direct use of meteorologists to provide forecasts and warnings
• Critical to aviation to promote safety and cost-efficiency
• Weather impact assessments

Significance of observations
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Climate is the long-term average
of weather parameters
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Climate
(typical 30 years’ average)

Weather
(short term) 

(compare to the average October 
temperature in Kaisaniemi 1980–
2010:  6.6°C)

Finland

Monthly average temp Average precipitation



According to observations, climate 
has changed already in Finland
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Observation systems and their 
specifics and challenges
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• Meteorological observation systems are typically divided in
• In situ
• Remote sensing

• In situ -observations observe atmospheric conditions in specific 
point with respect to time

• (Automatic) weather stations, precipitation gauges, air quality, 
atmospheric soundings, etc

• “Good”: possible to get the most accurate observation
• “Bad”: very limited spatial coverage

• Remote sensing systems observe atmospheric conditions 
remotely

• Weather radar, satellites, lightning location, etc
• “Good”: excellent spatial coverage
• “Bad”: How accurate are the measurements?

System types
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https://en.ilmatieteenlaitos.fi/observations

https://en.ilmatieteenlaitos.fi/observations


Example: observation
network of FMI
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Operative stations
Automation % of weather stations

c. 500 
c. 99 %

Weather stations 178

Weather radars 10

Aviation weather stations 23

Radio sounding stations 2

Lightning location sensors 8

Mareographs 14

Buoys 3

Masts 3

Air quality stations
(background measurement stations,
incl. radioactivity)

30

Precipitation stations 88

Sea ice observation stations 22

Auroral cameras 7

Magnetometers 13

Research and special measurements circa. 50 (incl. 5 Lidars)
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Pluviometer
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Snow sensor



Weather radar – electromagnetic signal 
analysed as precipitation
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Challenge: radar does not measure precipitation at ground



Satellites observing the 
weather

• Satellites make it possible to 
observe wide areas in good 
temporal and spatial resolution.

• Cloud images are probably the 
best known satellite applications 
but also other meteorological 
parameters can be derived from 
satellite measurements:

• These include temperature and 
humidity profiles, wind velocity and 
direction, lightning, etc
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Satellite images can be used to observe many 
kinds of phenomena. 8 August 2010 Finland 
was struck by several strong thunderstorms. At 
the same time in Russia there were forest fires 
in wide area.
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One of the research stations in the Pallas area is located on the top of 
Sammaltunturi. Photo: Pia Anttila
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• In situ –systems need to be calibrated
• The vendor/manufacturer provides certain measurement error margins à

are these correct?
• For example, FMI has a calibration laboratory for testing all of our 

sensors
• E.g. systematic biases can be corrected

• Quality check of measurements
• Even the state-of-the-art systems may have temporary technical issues
• Environmental issues such as frozen sensors, wind-damaged shields, etc

• Remote sensing systems have their own quality-related issues
• These may vary according to season, day, hour, etc
• For example, weather radars suffer from the precipitation type 

classification: large hail is interpreted as very heavy precipitation à
filtering algorithms etc

Calibration and quality checking
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• The number and type of observation systems typically change in 
time

• How to determine e.g. long-term trends from changed network? What are 
the uncertainties?

• Reposition of sensors
• Sometimes sensor location must be changed à how to ensure 

homogeneous observational datasets?
• From manual (human) observations to automatic observations

• Changes in observation systems should always be examined carefully
• Optimally, old and new systems measure some period together à

differences
• Citizen observations

• Plenty of new observations are nowadays available from citizens but how 
reliable are they?

Some specific challenges
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• Meteorological observations are the backbone of 
meteorology/climatology

• Present conditions of atmosphere (+oceans, air quality, etc)
• Long-term statistics, i.e., climate and its changes
• Initial conditions in forecasting + verification
• Observations and their linkage to weather impacts

• Observations are always a balance between “accurate and 
sparse” vs “not-so-accurate but spatially large”

• It is important to observe systematically according to global 
standards

• This ensures good quality and global homogeneity of observations
• Meteorological data is big data

• Every minute tremendous amounts of data are available
• The added value of new observations

• Citizen observations and their value in improving weather forecasts

Summary



Thank You!


